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Jerry Barrett: This is Jerry Barrett talking.
Today’s date is March 20, 1986. I'm interviewing Roland
Passaro at Eastern Airlines Headquarters in Miami.

Roland, if you would, could you talk just a little 
bit about what you did before you arrived at Eastern?

Roland Passaro: Ok. Jerry, out of college I spent 
five plus years in both the St. Louis Cardinals and Chicago 
White Sox organization as a professional ball player. When 
that was all over I went to a corporation based in Allentown, 
Pennsylvania, the Lehigh Portland Cement. Company. I was 
located at their Buffalo, New York, plant handling the 
Personnel and Industrial Relations Function. From there I 
moved back after about four years or so as Labor Counsel on 
the corporate level, which entailed, in a corporation that 
size, the entire IR end and Personnel function, including the 
formulation of benefits plans, negotiation of some 15 local 
supplemental agreements, also including a master agreement 
with the United Cement, Lime and Gypsum Workers. In 1968 I 
came to Eastern Airlines and worked as a Staff Counselor or 
Staff Counsel on the Ground Side dealing with the IAM and 
other ground related contracts.

From there I moved to Manager of, I think it was at 
that time, Employee Relations, for the Inflight Service 
Division, dealing exclusively with flight attendants. I have
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been Director in that capacity since 1976.
So since '76, I've had the responsibility for the 

flight attendant negotiations and related personnel matters 
dealing with the Transport Workers Union and representing 
in-flight service.

Jerry Barrett: That would include not only the 
negotiations but the handling of grievances and other 
problems.

Roland Passaro: Grievances, arbitration cases, you 
name it. It's kind of a self-contained little Personnel 
Division.

Jerry Barrett: In '76, that was when they began the 
negotiations over the profit sharing matters and that's when 
things began to get really interesting. Can you sort of pick 
up at that point and talk about it?

Roland Passaro: Yes, they sure did. The '76 
negotiations which carried over into very late '77. We 
finally signed sometime during mid-summer of '77, but. that 
was another classical or typical negotations with Local 553. 
My recollection is, it probably was a 15-18 month 
extravaganza with all the, all the bologna thrown in. They 
had at that time numerous organizational problems. And my 
recollect.ion through that thing is I dealt with three 
different leaders. They had ousted their President after the
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negotiations had begun, or shortly after it began. They had 
an interim President, who handled the negotiations for a 
while. And then ultimately they elected a President., during 
this period. So, while one was ousted-, the other one was 
interim, and the other one, I think, was an elected 
President. We actually had three different leaders of their 
negotiating team to deal with and made for a God-awful 
arrangement as far as we were concerned. But, we got through 
that, and of course, we did negotiate, what was at that time, 
the first formal wage program, known as VEP, the Variable 
Earnings Program. It was a part of the agreement finally 
consummated, in the summer of '77. I think we also had a 
program that was either in ’76 or late '75 that was not 
ongoing, hut it was, by rny recollection for the TWT.J, 
something around a six month wage freeze.

Jerry Barrett: Was that done with the other unions
as well?

Roland Passaro: Yes sir.
Jerry Barrett: It was?
Roland Passaro: That was a corporate program. All 

employees were involved in the Variable Earnings Program, 
which basically was a 3.5 percent reduction from your salary 
of record. And there was potential for earnings above your 
salary in the event of profitability by the company based on
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certain formulas. And my recollection is in two of the five 
years that the program was in existence, there was a return 
for employees. I think one year, I think it. was slightly 
above 100 percent. Another year it was a little less than 
100 percent.

My recollection is that at in least two of those 
years, there was a return for employees.

Jerry Barrett: Actually, then Eastern was 
negotiating concessions long before that became popular. You 
generally associate concessions with the 80's.

Roland Fassaro: Absolutely. I think, long before 
employee programs or concessions or whatever were ever 
fashionable, Frank Borman, in my opinion, was instrumental, 
certainly in the first one that I can recall in this 
industry.

So, you are correct. We did in fact have programs 
long before concessions or concessionairy bargaining, or 
whatever, was considered fashionable. We were somewhat the 
envy of the rest of the industry at that time and we did get 
an awful lot of, in the '76-'77 years, an awful lot of 
comment and publicity about the program that was in effect at 
Eastern Airlines.

Jerry Barrett: Do you remember the names of the 
three union officials who took turns that year in
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negotiat ing?
Roland Passaro: Yes I do. At that point they had a 

lady in office as the President by the name of Bernice Dolan. 
Miss Dolan was removed from the Presidency by her Executive 
Board. And the powers, organization itself, with a number of 
charges, some of which I don't recollect. But., she was 
removed, and of course, that left us with a really a lame 
duck organization to deal with because, she immediately 
challenged it. In fact, they filed a law suit and this thing 
sat in the courts for a considerable period of time. But of 
course, during that time, it was very difficult to get anyone 
to decide issues, or do much of anything because they didn't 
know whether Miss Dolan would be back in the morning or not. 
It was a very difficult situation for us really to conduct 
the bargaining after that happened.

Their interim President, was a gentleman by the name 
of John Jocobas, who continues to fly for Eastern today. And 
so does Miss Dolan, by the way.

And then I think John was followed by the fellow 
that's in office right now, Bob Callahan. Bob was the 
President when the bargaining was completed for that 
particular contract.

Jerry Barrett: The change of leadership there was 
not really related to the concessions, that wasn't what put
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f
pressure on them to

Roll and Passaro: Not in my opinion. No.
Jerry Barrett: It was their own internal —
Roland Passaro: Absolutely. «It was a matter, purely 

internal, at the local level here.
Jerry Barrett: Has that organization had those kind 

of leadership problems most of the time you've dealt, with?
Roland Passaro: Yes, in my opinion, they've had a 

serious, a serious problem with respect to leadership. They 
have been a non-cohesive organization. It seems that after 
they elect a President, they will find cause and concern to 
spread word that they don't want that President anymore.
It's a very difficult situation for the person in office.

And it has been for a considerable period of time.
Jerry Barrett: Is that typical of flight attendants 

in other airlines?
Roland Passaro: I really think it is, Jerry.

They're a work force. I think there's a lot of reasons for 
that, but they're fundamentally a work force that's unique. 
The only other thing like it is the front end, pilots 
organization. You know, they don't have workbenches and 
shops, they don't hit timeclocks, come to work and are 
visible and viewed by supervision for the duration of their 
shift, ect. . . They come to work, get on an airplane and
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leave town.
For the most part they are also a work force who is 

very enamoured of their time off. The vast maiority of flight 
attendants would just as soon come to work, attend their 
briefing, take their flight and go home and divorce 
themselves from a lot of other activities either within the 
union or within the corporat.ion. And I think the vast 
majority come to work, do a good job, and just do their own 
thing.

It is, and has been for years, a position that has 
allowed a great, deal of time off once you get any kind of 
seniority at all. And they have a great deal of time to 
travel, involve themselves in their own personal interests, 
etc. The point being, not physically being on the property 
for any length of time, in a given period of an entire bid 
month, there is not a great deal of interaction either as 
unionists or even for that, matter with their management.
It's, to a large extent, an unsupervised work force as far as 
doing the job day to day is concerned. We have supervisory 
requirements to fly with flight attendants a number of times 
a year. But when you start talking large numbers like 
.6,000-7,000 flight attendants, it's an enormous task for some 
70 supervisors to do check rides, efficiency rides, etc. with 
any kind of regularity. So, for the most part, they do a
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very fine job, and are, in fact, a non-supervised, or virtual 
absentee work force.

Jerry Barrett: Quite different than, say the 
machinists.

Roland Passaro: Absolutely. 1 mean, the possibility 
for cohesion or heavy union activities and involvement are 
considerably greater with the rest of the industrial world as 
versus the flight attendant and pilot situation.

Jerry Barrett: Can you follow through now from '77, 
what was next? After you reach agreement in '77.

Roland Passaro: Shortly after we arrived at the 
agreement, in '77, we had been aware of and had been reading 
about it, certainly had been concerned about the possibility 
of the airlines being deregulated. And of course, in '78, 
along it came. There's little doubt that that legislation 
changed not only the industry forever or to date at least, 
but it changed the lives of an awful lot of people too. We 
were certainly not, at the time, from a financial point of 
view, a historically successful carrier. And of course, that 
kind of legislation impacted us greatly because of our 
enormous debt at that point, and the continuing debt, 
continuing enlargement of that debt, based upon the 
corporation's need to modernize its fleet in order to compete
in the deregulated environment.
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Eastern had a doubly difficult situation as compared 
to carriers such as Delta and American. They're two guys 
that have been historically successful, have shown large 
profits over a long period of time, had a war chest that was 
far superior to —  well I'm not too sure we even had one.
But certainly far superior to anything that we had to allow 
the ability to muddle through this very difficult time that 
everybody was aware was upon us. They had the ability to 
compete immediately from a financial point of view, because 
of the kind of money they had earned over the years, the kind 
of earnings they had. If there was a brawl in a specific 
market, they could take on the new guy for a considerably 
longer period of time than we would have ever considered.

There's no way we could ever lower our fares 
dramatically to compete with these upstarts, who were popping 
up like mushrooms all over the country side, for any length 
of time. We just didn't have that kind of staying power 
financially. From '78 through today, it's been a struugle; 
it's been uphill. We have managed to hang on acrimoniously, 
and in a number of other ways that sometimes surprise the 
hell out of rne.

Having been deeply involved for the last 8 years, and 
knowing what I know, or what I understood to be our 
situation, it's somewhat remarkable that Frank and so many
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others have held this thing together. It was not a situation 
where we had a great deal of cooperation from organized
labor, while they would have you believe that they had 
cooperated with this corporation forevpr and a day and have 
made large sacrifices, etc. The best example I can tell you 
is the one I deal with all the time with the Transport 
Workers Union. They claim to have made nothing but 
sacrifices for this corporation from a wage point of view.
But the fact are that every piece of paper that we have shows 
that their wages have increased astronomically over the last 
10 years —  something like 158%.

Jerry Barrett: Over the last 10 years?
Roland Pissaro: Absolutely. Even at the bargaining 

table this last round, I just didn't put up with much of 
their whining about that. I told them on a number of 
occasions, "I understand your sacrifices, but I'd like one of 
you to bring me just one flight attendant's W-2 form from the 
prior year and show me that it's lesser than the following 
year." That calmed them down and got them off of that.
Every time they'd bring it up, I would counter with that 
approach. The facts are that they know what they've gotten 
over the years here as an organization. I think that's been 
clearly one of our problems. The programs that, we had 
employees involved in periodically cost us more than they

I
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should have.
\

There’s a quid for everything, and there's no doubt 
in my mind that without those programs, you and I wouldn't be 
discussing this matter today. Those programs were 
instrumental to the survival of this corporation. There’s no 
doubt whatsoever in my mind they did create an atmosphere 
amongst employees, where employees simply felt that they had 
made these enormous sacrifices to the corporation. I think 
the more introspective employees, who sat down and thought 
about it all, certainly had to conclude that the sacrifices 
they made kept them employed.

That’s basically the way those programs went. They 
were necessary for the corporation. They provided security 
in jobs for employees. Without those programs, I couldn't 
even venture to guess as to where the hell we would have been 
a number of years back.

Jerry Barrett: When those flight attendants talk 
about making sacrifices, do they mean not just in terms of 
wage give-backs, or wage deferrals, or are they also talking 
about work rule changes or things like that —  things that 
they would see as major sacrifices? Particularly given their 
desire for more time off.

Roland Passaro: Yes they had. The facts are that
flight attendant utilization has actually decreased from '77
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forward. In the '77 agreement, Eastern agreed to a duty rig 
change that actually adversely impacted productivity. Any 
claims that they made —  sacrifices in the work rule area —  
are remarkably easy to argue away. The facts are that the 
flight attendants, since '77, never really made any 
substantiative changes, either contractually or otherwise, 
that, would have improved on their individual productivity. 
They simply have not responded, from a work rule point of 
view, to the proposals made by the company in negotiations, 
starting in '77 or subsequently.

In the most, recent negotiation, the agreement that's 
ready for ratification, we have made some very decent 
in-roads from a productivity point of view. In fact, the 
agreement we arrived at. in March of '85, that failed 
overwhelmingly to ratify, had a number of productivity 
improvements in it, and they just voted that down.

In spite of what they may view as improving their 
productivity, the facts are they really have not.. A classic 
example of theirs is, "We’ve made remarkable productivity 
improvements for you because you're adding more seats to the 
airplane all the time. You put more seats on, so we become 
more productive." That just doesn't, wash or fly in any 
analytical comparison or review of that concept. It doesn't 
matter if you have 300 seats on an airplane, but if there's
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only 25 people in them, it really doesn't matter.
I have heard the IAM remark jokingly about the TWU 

concept in this area. The IAM suggested that they should be 
credited with productivity improvements since they put the 
seats in the aircraft.

Their (TWL1) view of improving productivity, or 
dreamed productivity improvements, certainly doesn't coincide 
at all with mine or what I know to be the facts are since ’77 
until this contract that’s out on the street now for 
rat i f i cat ion.

Jerry Barrett: The agreement that was rejected in 
'85, was it rejected primarily because of the changes that 
would have affected productivity?

Roland Passaro: Yes, absolutely. There's just no 
doubt in my mind. They probably have been much more 
inclined, or less reluctant I should say, than the other 
organizations on the property to accept wage reductions.
They, as an organization, would be considerably more willing 
to give up pay than they would work rules, which affect their 
working conditions and time off. For them to be more 
productive means they work more flights or more days, in a 
given month.

Jerry Barrett: They would prefer to keep that the 
same and give up some wages?

i
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Roland Passaro: Absolutely, and it's really kind of 
humorous, but there's nothing unique about this Local, or 
this organization of flight attendants at Eastern Air Lines. 
The entire industry, in the flight attendant world, is very 
much the same. If you take a look at what's going on right 
this moment at TWA, it is another classic example. TWA's 
looking for both wage reductions and severe modifications of 
their agreement —  the work rules. The TWA flight attendants 
had offered a 1 r>% wage reduction relatively quickly, but have 
steadfastedly refused to accdept. work rule changes. "You're 
n°t getting these changes in the contract that you're looking 
for, Mr. Icahn." In fact, I heard recently that their 
president kind of put a quid basis to Mr. Icahn. "The more 
work rules you change, the less money you get." So, our 
organization at this Local 553 is clearly not unique in that 
regard. They will hang on, protectively, to the work rules 
that they have.

Jerry Barrett: There's no hiding this is there? I 
mean this is presented across the table very directly.

Roland Passaro: Absolutely. There's nothing subtle 
about it. It's rather clear. And they make it rather clear 
to us that a change to their work rules is virtually the end 
of the world for them. They are just not at all amenable to 
those things.
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Jerry Barrett: The agreement that's out there for 
ratification right now, it makes that direct changes in the 
number of hours worked per month?

Roland Passaro: Yes.
Jerry Barrett: From '77 to '85 there were some other 

negotiations. Can you fill in those a little bit?
Roland Passaro: Mr. Callahan had stayed as the 

President of the Transport Workers Unions through February or 
January of '82. He lost the election that, was held in late 
December or January and Miss Patricia Fink rose to the 
Presidency of the Local. And there was a complete changeover 
at that time. And that meant not only the President and the 
Vice President, and the Secretary, Treasurer but also at the 
base level, 8 bases, at the local level. There was virtually 
a changing of the total guard. All the former base 
chairpersons within a very short period of time after her 
election left their positions. We were dealing with a bunch 
of different people, or new people. Miss Fink's tenure was 
very difficult for us and very difficult for her also because 
I can just recall, being over in her office or calling her on 
the phone, or having her to my office with great regularity 
to get her involved in another program or have her make some 
concessions or whatever. And she also came on board at a
very difficult time with the PATCO thing. The PATCO strike
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and its aftermath left us with a considerably lesser 
operation for a rather long period of time. We were not 
operating at 100 percent because of the slot constraints, 
etc. We were carrying a number of people that we probably 
should not have carried. But I can remember talking to her 
with great regularity about concessions to the airline, about 
doing things that would have had in my opinion, very little 
impact on flight attendants as far as working conditions and 
their planning was concerned. That would have been of great 
help to Eastern Airlines during that period. She was 
unwilling to change things, but nevertheless, we did begin 
the negotiations with her and her bargaining team that, by my 
recollection was something like a 20 or 21 month negotiation.

As a matter of fact, I think I told you when we met 
that I think I have been bargaining since late 1981 
consecutively, actually involved in collective bargaining. 
That's both a combination of the Railway Labor Act and its 
processes, and the mentality and thinking of the people in 
power at the Local.

They seemed to have a fundamental philosophy that, as 
long as you don't sign anything and you continue to bargain, 
something good may happen. I never quite understood their 
thinking in the matter, but 22 months or 20 months to 
negotiate an agreement is both inordinate and very foolish.
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You know you have this constant atmosphere of uncertainty. 
It's just outrageous to be bargaining for that length of 
time. It just doesn’t help either side. Certainly, doesn't 
make any sense.

Jerry Barrett: I noticed in looking over the 
chronology you had of the bargaining, the written chronology 
that you gave me, there's a number of places in there where 
you said, we were trying to get a meeting on Monday, talk to 
the union, they've delayed it until Wednesday. Then it would 
only mean half a day. So that's what you're referring to 
there. Sort, of an unavailability to go at it in a business 
sort of way.

Roland Passaro: I think you just hit the key and 
that is to go at it in a business like sort of way. I 
certainly could never accuse them of being very business 
like. And this is not meant personally, but they have always 
had difficulty concentrating on issues for any length of 
time. And I must admit that we didn't make that any easier, 
because like I say, with us it. was a thrill a minute.

I was over there asking for something, or looking for 
something only to counter the events of the previous day.
You know there was so much happening in this business that it 
was certainly clear to those of us who were involved that 
there was no future here operating the way we had been
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operating. I just continued to call to their attention every 
chance that T had that there was no way, there was no future 
here for us as long as we had flight attendants on an average 
working 13 or 14 days a month. We could not continue to have 
vacation accruals etc. as high as they were. Our pay was 
clearly wacked out of shape on an SOR basis compared to the 
industry, especially if you looked at it on the basis of who 
could afford to pay. You know, our ability to pay our 
salaries were well above our ability to pay and compete.

You didn't need a Phi Beta Kappa key to see those 
things. They were there and we actually began, not thinking 
about, but attempting to make fundamental change even before 
*83. It goes back the year '82 with me pushing Miss Fink to 
get her to do some of the things that, we thought were 
fundamental to survival. And more than survival, I mean 
profitability.

Survival is a shoddy existence in my opinion. 
Continued profitability is a whole other matter. Mere 
survival, like I say, is a shoddy existence for all the 
employees of the airline.

Jerry Barrett: When did she move off the scene then, 
with Callahan moving back in?

Roland Passaro: Well, we settled with Miss Fink, as
I recall, in October of '83.
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Their contract or the tentative agreement went out 
and did ratify November 9th or 10th there about. While we 
were in the wanning stages of negotiations. That one was 
replete with the countdown, strike dates and threats and the 
whole bit. We settled just prior to the strike deadline.
Just about that time I remember meeting Mr. Usery for the 
first time. He came on board in October of '83. Shortly 
after the ratification, well prior to November 9th, which was 
the ratification date, Bill, I know, had been talking to the 
other labor organizations on the property. Of course, with 
management, were attempting to set up a process, not a purely 
collective bargaining one, but. a process that would in fact 
change conditions here and put in place some kind of program 
that would get us through the year 1984, which by all 
measures according to our finance people was an unmitigated 
disaster financially. So my recollection was that Miss Fink, 
I think Bill had talked to her while the negotiations were in 
process, and it was her position that she would not discuss 
or talk to Mr. Usery or deal with EAL in this massive effort 
to cure a problem until such time as she had a contract.. So, 
we did what was necessary to arrive at agreement, and then 
after ratification, she got involved. But right after we had 
reached the tentative agreement, I think Miss Fink was part 
of the tripartite or three union plus management agreement to
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do what was necessary to restore the company to financial 
health.

Jerry Barrett: Ok. And that was based on that study 
that was done by the outside auditors who came in and looked
at the books.

Roland Passaro: That agreement was just what I said 
earlier, an agreement by the three organizations, to do what 
was necessary to restore the company to financial health.
Part of the agreement was that Lazard and this other 
organization appointed by the union, Locker Abrecht. would 
come in and study the carrier to see just what the financial 
status of the carrier was. Ms. Fink was party to that 
agreement. And as I mentioned after we got our negotiations 
disposed of, we began on a collective basis. Early November, 
that was the AL.PA organization, pilots, the flight 
attendants, and the IAM, were dealing collectively with 
management, in the company of numerous consultants and 
financial people. The effort there was to arrive at an 
understanding of really what was needed for the year 1984.
And frankly, the corporation, started out with our interest 
being a much longer term fix than one year. We ultimately 
settled, or agreed, to what clearly was a one year fix. Like 
I say, we thought we had something a little longer than that, 
but nevertheless, those talks, and that bargaining and the
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look at the corporation resulted in the WIP, Waqe Investment 
Program. That agreement provided new direction in the 
dealings between labor and management at that point in time.

Jerry Barrett: (After an interruption.) Ok, we're 
back on. You were just talking about the agreement that was 
reached that provided for ownership by employees and other 
things.

Roland Passaro: That’s correct, Jerry. The WIP gave 
employees 25 percent ownership in the corporation by the 
distribution of stock and in return salaries were reduced 18 
percent from salary of record. There were numerous other 
things in that it provided for organized labor. They had 
considerably more input into the total operation than they've 
ever had in the past in some rather critical areas. They had 
the right to financial reviews on a monthly basis. They had 
some rights with respect to purchases made by the company, 
facilities and design changes made by the corporation. There 
were a host of things that evolved from those collective 
sessions. Most importantly of course to the corporation was 
wage reduction of 18 percent.

Jerry Barrett: Let me just ask you one kind of fault 
that. Do you think that the work that was done in '83 by the 
two consulting firms that looked at the books, did that 
change people's mind about the health of, the financial
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health of the company? Particularly the unions, the union 
that, you were deal ing with?

Roland Passaro: You know to be perfectly candid with 
you, Miss Fink and her committee were also involved in that 
process. She did not leave office until February of '84.
She had lost the election and back came Mr. Callahan. But to 
be as frank as T can, to this day Miss Fink has stated that 
she never believed the numbers. It was a very agonising 
process for me and certainly for the others who dealt with 
her, and in fact, the consultants.

I mean there was no way to convince Miss Fink that 
the numbers displayed both by the outsiders and Eastern 
Airlines were in fact accurate. It was an awful thing. I 
mean I can even recall Miss Fink after it was all over and 
the programs were all in place she told me, she never really 
believed the numbers. Dealing with intransingence is one 
thing, but when you have to deal with that kind of thing, it 
gets to be impossible at times.

Jerry Barrett: Was her replacement any easier to 
convince on the numbers?

Roland Passaro: Well, I don't think Mr. Callahan has 
ever felt that, the corporation was operating on two sets of 
books, was denying them access to the real data or anything 
else. I think Mr. Callahan from day one recognized there was

i
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a real problem here. He believed the numbers and everything 
else. And I personally think that he did what he thought he 
had to do and what was necessary to do, in that March 
agreement. It didn’t ratify. But, I think that he clearly 
understood that point that there was a severe and serious 
problem here and that it needed to be dealt with. And that, 
life had to change for organized labor at EAL with respect 
to working conditions, and productivity. My point being that 
I think he clearly accepted the corporation's financial 
problems and certainly believed the people who were providing 
that, kind of data for him.

Where as I said Miss Fink, on the other hand clearly 
never, never really believed that our situation was as
stated.

Jerry Barrett: Ok, I think I’ll end at this point.
Roland Passaro: Ok.
Jerry Barrett: Let. you get back to work. Thanks 

much Roland.
Roland Passaro: You're welcome. Appreciate your

i

time Jerry.
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Jerry Barrett: This is Jerry Barrett talking. Today's 

date is March 20, 1986. I'm interviewing Roland Passaro at 
Eastern Airlines Headquarters in Miami.

Roland, if you would, could you talk just a little bit 
about what you did before you arrived at Eastern?

Roland Passaro: Ok. Jerry, out of college I spent 
five plus years in both the St. Louis Cardinals and Chicago White 
Sox organization as a professional ball player. t(fciien that was
all over I went to a corporation based in Allentown,
Pennsylvania ,y|Lehigh Portland Cement Company. Uli£—awe was located

at their Buffalo, New York, plant qgsz handling the 
Personnel and Industrial Relations Function. From therejjnoved 
back after about four years or so as Labor Counsel on the 
corporate level^ (ĵ hich entailed, in a corporation that size, the 
entire IR end and Personnel functionjincluding the formulation of 
benefits plans, negotiation o f some 15 local supplemental
agreements, also including a master agreement with the United 
Cement, Lime and Gypsum Workers. In, ■!■*. Lh-Liak 1968^Tcame to 
Eastern Airlines and worked as a Staff Counselor or Staff Counsel 
on the Ground Side dealing with the IAM and other ground related 
contracts.

{from there I moved to Manager of, I think it was at 
that time, Employee Relations, for the Inflight Service
Division, dealing exclusively with flight attendants. Uh, I have 
been Director in that capacity since 1976.

Jc g gy  Detggefetet-- Bo y .
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r&lL<htcI- Pabb~a-frt): So since 76, I've had the responsibility 

for the flight attendant negotiations and related personnel 
matters dealing with the Transport Workers Union
representing in-flight service.

Jerry Barrett: That would include not only the 
negotiations but the handling of grievances and other
problems.

Roland Passaro: Grievances, arbitration cases, you name 
it. It's kind of a self contained

Jorry Borrete-tet--0+r,
Roland Passaro: ^-little Personnel Division.
Jerry Barrett: In 76, that was when they began the

negotiations over the profit sharing matters and that's when 
things began to get really interesting. Can you sort of pick up 
at that point and talk about it?

Roland Passaro: Ye$, they sure did. «^"The 76
negotiations which carried over into very late 779 finally
signed sometimq4mid-summer of 77, but that was another

Local 553.classical or typical negotiations with
Afy recollection £s, it probably was a, -J don't luiui; 15-18 month
extravaganza -----

Jerry Daggett:;-- (Laughter1̂
Rulai'if L’aoGarn: v-with all the, all the^^k bologna

thrown in. They had at that time numerous organizational 
problems. And my recollection through that thing is I dealt with 
three different leaders. They had ousted their President*^
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.after the negotiations had begun, or shortly after it 

begun. They had an interim President, who handled the
• t Wnegotiations for a while. And then ultimately I-&Bask elected

a President, \j£̂ \ during this period. So, while one
ousted, the other one was interim, and the other one, I think, was 
an elected President. We actually had three different leaders of 
their negotiating team to deal with and made for a God-^
awful arrangement as far as we were concerned. But, we got
through that,and of course, we did negotiate, what^at that time,

| the first formal wage program, known as VEP, the Variable 
-Tf'Earnings Program^was a part of the agreement finally consummated, 

felrrrrrk in the summer of 77. If my,— I— don' t k-now— i-f my timing 
.here ib L'uiieOt Of TiOt Jer'fy, but I think we also had a program 
that was either in 76 or late 75 that wil’fa was not ongoing,but it 
was, by my recollection for the TWU, something around a six 
month wage freeze. And— that may have been late S3 of, I Lhlnk i-fe 
ua&7— I— think— iTT excuse me late 737*

Jarry -Barrett:— 9k r-
Rola-nd Passaro;— ■■Woig my gai: a 1 1 oo i i mT~Ot something; some 

sort of program,— even prior— to VEP.
Jerry Barrett: Was that done with the other unions as

7well as—er was- that juafc-
Roland Passaro: Yes sir.
Jerry Barrett: It was?
Roland Passaro: That was a corporate program. All 

employees were involved in the Variable Earnings Program,
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which basically was a i=nnd"l/? prrnant, 3.5 percent,
reduction from your salary of record. And there was potential
for ujpf. earnings above your salary of record. In other words,
earnings above 100 percent of salary in the evenT’of profitability
by the company based on certain formulas. And my recollection is

/A *, two of the five years that uiŝ sSiiat
program was in existence, -ask there was a return for employees. I 
think one year, I think it was slightly above 100 percent.
Another year it was a little less than 100 percent.

J-cHr« y Dagg e t t »---- fchn hrn .

Reland PassaroT My recollection is that at in least two 
of those years, uh there was a return for employees.

.Jerry Barrett: Actually, then Eastern was negotiating# 
id- concessions long before that became popular. You generally 
associate concessions with the 80's.

Roland Passaro: Absolutely. I think, tffc long before 
employee programs or concessions or whatever were ever 
fashionable, Frank Borman, î -rt-rtnk in my opinion, was
instrumental, certainly in the first one that I can recall in this 
industry.

vHiTty Beltlit:" um lmr.
c\nêPoland PcTS'Sdi.u.—  So, yor^correct. We did in fact have 

programs long before concessions or concessionairy bargaining, or 
whatever was considered fashionable. Af»d— Jrf" my Lecwlleefcisn <irtc We 
were somewhat the envy of the rest of the industry at that time 
and uh, we did get an awful lot of in the 76-77 years, an
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awful lot of comment and 1'gfc- publicity about the program that was
in effect at Eastern Airlines.

Jerry Barrett: Do you remember the name of the three
-7union officials who took turns that year in negotiating*

point they had a lady in office as the President by the name of
Bernice Dolan. Miss Dolan was removed from the Presidency by
her Executive Board. And ufe the powers, organization itself,
with a number of charges, some of which I don't recollect. But,
she was removed, and of course, that left us with a*
really a lame duck organization to deal with because, t^mpann^,

___ 'ikeyshe immediately challenged it. 2»«KjLn facy filed a law suit and 
this thing s>4t in the courts for a considerable period of time. 
But of course, during that time, it was very difficult to get
anyone to decide issues, or do much of anything because they 
didn't know whether Miss Dolan would be back in the morning 
or not. A-ftrhTnr; TF^gzrg» no-t, 'Jjt was a very difficult situation 
for us really to conduct the bargaining after that happened.

Their interim President, iT&, was a gentlemen by the name 
of John Jocobas, who continues to fly for Eastern today. And
so does Miss Dolan, by the way.

that's in office right now, Bob Callahan. Bob was the
President when the bargaining was completed for that particular

Roland Passaro: Yes I do. that

then I think John was followed by ufiy the fellow

contract.
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Jerry Barrett: The -afe. change of leadership, there was 

not really related to the concessions, that wasn't what put 
pressure on them to -

Roland Passaro: Not in my opinion. No.
Jerry Barrett: it was their own internal - 
Roland Passaro: Absolutely. It was a matter,

purely internal, at the local level here.
Jerry Barrett: Has that organization had those kind of 

p r o b l e m s m o s t  of the time you've dealt with?
.Roland Paaoarer:----Orn.

J-eriry Ba rr e t t : ---- f—dun' l-"'mean—that spec i f i c  kind of

pxobleffl-;--1—mean— leadership kinds-of— crh—
Roland Passaro: Yes, in my opinion, they've had a 

serious, a serious problem with respect to leadership. njfc. |thev
JZrr fhclhave been a non-cohesive organization^ after

"fMthey elect a President, will find cause and concern to spread word 
that they don't want that President anymore. Ĵ fenjTt' s a very
difficult situation for the person in office.

Jerry Parrott:--Um hm.
— Roland Puasaro. has been for a considerable period of

time.
Jerry Barrett: Is that typical of flight attendants in 

other airlines?
Roland Passaro: I really think it is, Jerry. 1 really-̂ 

t-hink it in, \ihi— W»-, jbhey're a work forceé I think there's a
lot of reasons for that, but they're fundamentally a work forc^p
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that's unique. The only other thing like it is the front
end,pilots organization. You know, they don't have workbenches 
and shops, they don't hit timeclocks, come to work and are visible 
and viewed by supervision for the duration of their shift, etc.. 
They come to work, get on an airplane and leave town.

Jar ry- Barrett i--Om hm-.
Roland- Paoaaro: For the most part they are also a work 

force who is very enamoured of their time off. UJ»-r f-e*— the moŝt- 
par won ■ g jn*it p ^ gTTri** , vast majority of flight
attendants^ would just as soon «Cg. come to work, attend their 
briefing, take their flight and go home and divorce themselves 
from a lot of other activities either within the union or
within the corporation. And I think the vast majority come to
work, do a good job, and just-^i^& do their own thing.

.To-c-ry Barrett:--Urn hro-. W A
Passer err it is, ^  has been for years, a 

position that has allowed a great deal of time off once you
get any kind of seniority at all. And a^^-yah Vn»w, they have a 
great deal of time to travel̂ . PiJfQgSBtSj involve themselves in 
their own personal interests, etc. Sfr 1.1 h, inh /the point being, 
not physically being on the property^ for any length of time, in a 
given period of an entire » ^nt~4re t ̂  month, there is not a 
great deal of interaction either as unionists or even for that 
matter with their management. Ywu linww
extent(an unsupervised work force as far as doing the job day to 
day is concerned. have supervisory requirements to
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fly with ujfc. flight attendants a number of times a years. But -Sfc 
when you start talking large numbers like 6,000-7,000 flight 
attendants,it's an enormous task for^ some 70 supervisors Jgi-
\ĵ r do check rides, efficiency rides, etc. with any kind
of regularity. So,for the most part,they do a very fine job, 
anos-t— of— them- and are^in fact, a non-supervised, or virtual
absentee work force.

Jerry Barrett: Bm hm-. Quite different than, say the
machinists.

Roland Passaro: Absolutely. I mean, you know;— the ,— the
possibility for cohesion 4fh heavy union activities^saBt. and 

involvement are considerably greater with the rest of the 
industrial world.

JoiHfy- Barr o t t i Um hm-> 

r.iTiInnrl rnnnnrn- as versus the flight attendant and
pilot situation.

Jerry Barrett: TMae ufr, £an you follow through now from 
77, what was next? After you reach agreement in 77.

Roland Passaro: (Pauoe-j— Uh-, God so many—things went on
--Dut-uby well Shortly after we reac-ln ri , mt rl irri-rd at the

agreement, in 77, we had been aware of and had been reading 
about it, certainly had been concerned about the possibility 
of the airlines being deregulated. And of course, in 78,
along it came. Uby—gjyjT ̂ here' s little doubt that that,

legislation changed, in my opitrtrB?T, not only the industry
forever or to date at leasty but it changed the sSKy lives of an 
awful lot of people too. flrnd we were
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certainly nof, from a financial point of view, historically 
successful carrier. And of coursej^Mi», that kind of legislation 
impacted us greatly because of our enormous debt at that point, 
and the continuing debt, continuing enlargement of that debt, 
based upon the corporation's need to modernize its fleet in order 
to compete in the deregulated environment. So-,— my -e-pinion— i6 that-. 
Eastern, had a doubly difficult situation as compared to 
carriers such as Delta^ American. X£y-JyaaM^’~"jihey' re two guys that
have been historically successful, have shown large_^ai«B^e profits 
over a long period of time^ /flad a, if— war chesty' that 
was far superior tô " well I'm not too sure we even had one.

Jerry Darratti (Laughter)-
'Roland pas;!fcif b: But certainly far superior to anything

that we had#l»<i|BH to allow the ability to muddle through this very
difficult time that everybody was aware was upon us. Llh. jthey had
the ability to ufar compete immediately^ *n my opinion-?- from a 
^. . . 0T"financial point of view, because fchwy uould, with"the kind of 
money that they h a d e a r n e d  over the years, the kind of 
earnings they had*^£f there were a brawl in a specific market,they 
could take on the new guy for a considerably longer period of time 
than we would have even considered.

JcH?ry Baecott-»— dm lmr.
Rnlaml Passarcr. There's no way we could lower our fares 

dramatically to complete with thg, math these upstarts, who were 
popping up like mushrooms all over the country side, for any 
length of time. We just didn't have that kind of staying power
financially. * ni tth i Jfrom 78 through today it's a
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struggle, it's been up hill. Uh, we have managed to hang on, igjm, 
acrimoniously, >e

Jerry DarruLL. (Laughter)
Roland Passaro: And in a number of other ways that uh,

sometime surprise the hell out of me.
Jerry Baugtt:--Um hm.nolrmd -Pasaaro: I, you Unuw,

ItOBlBli, paving been deeply involved for the last 8 years, and
knowing what I k n o w , o r  what I understood^to be our situation^
qjg^it's somewhat remarkable that lllLr Frank and so many others
have held the thing together. was not a situation where we
had | wfoiHiiB wo -maU.-i—  WeedjregTX UBSaBBy, we had a great deal of
cooperation from organized labor, while thry ¿■'¡flfrfi If pi frftry would
have you believe that they had cooperated with this corporation
for ever and a day and have made large sacrifices, etc. •‘Ftre
-facts are~~and the—matrhematlca-1- facts truly are, that from—a
wages nr a salary point r>f visu—  nm.r ««e-H— i—guess.-I— can to-11

best example -4-^gggs I can tell you is the one I deal^
with all the time with the Transport Workers Union. S0^~they have

gcKbeen claim^cs? to have made, >±o—hama- dene nothing but sacrifice^
for this corporation from a wage point of view. And^facts are, 
that every piece of paper that we have,shows that their wages
have increased^over the last 10 years astronomically, Something

<K }likê _jay- roooHeofe— re-158 percent i nr.wr m a
Jerry Barrett: Over the past 10 years?
Roland Passaro: Absolutely. And you know, even at

the bargaining tablê t̂ife. this last go round, I just didn't put \ĵ
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with much of their whining about that and sqtj., told them on a
number of occasions^ei 1 I understand your sacrifices but I'd
like just one of you to bring me just one flight attendant's W-2
form from the prior year and show me that its lesser than the

// —following year. And you know, chat calmed them down and
u4S} got them off of that#£yery time they'd bring it up I would 
k=iaad35=r counter with that approach. The facts are that they know, 
jifo- what they've gotten over the years here as an organization.

f I think that's been clearly one of our problems. The 
p r o g r a m s t h a t  we had employees involved in ntf d-w mygSEPMmm that we had employees involved in 
opinion periodically cost us more than̂ ĝtf shouldA^i^-e ,

Terry D a r r e t t i----&h-r

FKt 1 -m~ri T7TirTr*iT̂r~i--<= a quid for everything
and \&=r there's no doubt in my mind that without those programs, 

ynn and I wouldn't be discussing this matter here today. 
-i-HlfiTT'̂ hose programs were fundamental to the survival of this 
corporation. There's no doubt what^so^ver in my mind gTlBiHV they 
did it» fei'ct create an atmosphere amongst employees, where 
employees simply felt that u h t h e y  had forever— and a day 
made these enormous sacrifices to the corporation 
I think the more^gjgpy uh th^wnowo'̂ tih, introspect

who sat down and thought about it at all, certainly
to conclude that the sacrifices they made kept them employed.

■Jerry Dorretfa;-- (Laughter)
BoOremd Pasguru:--You know?
Xarry Parre fat<--5tas.
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Rti-La-ad— p a s-swi r n phat's basically.-— - Basically, the
way those programs went. yirp—ehr ̂ hey were necessary for the 
corporation. They &44-;— i-n my—opiniony provide/ secur i ty in jobs 
for employees. Without those programs, I couldn't even venture 
to guess as to where the hell we would have been a number of years 
back.

Jerry Barrett: there,— uh-r- those flight
attendants talk about t&r making sacrifices, do they mean'll not 
just in terms of wage give backs, or wage deferralsjbut are they 
also talking about work rule changes or things like that, that 
they would see as major sacrifices? Particularly given their 
desire for more time off.

Roland Passaro: Ye^. -f-hey had. The facts are that 
flight attendant utilization has*jcfedli actually decreased from 77
forward. In the 77 agreement Eastern agreed to -as- a duty r#g
change that actually adversely impacted productivity. So, tH> any 
claims that they w  made^ sacrifices in the work rule area, are 
remarkably easy to argue away. Bĵ sauee~jEhe facts are that X&-—
■ronjjy tTtrp the flight attendants n»w«-r since 77^really made any 
substantive changes, either contractually or otherwise^that would 
have improved on their individual productivity. ^¿».^hey simply 
have not responded from a work rule point of view to the proposals 
made by the company in negotiations, mttMPr starting in 77 or

have made some very decent in-roads from productivity
point of v i e w ^ ^ i i  this agreement that's out there on the street
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today for ratification.
Jerry Baggetti--
•RoXeuid" Pci'bsaro :--Bet until— this;— — no . In fact, the

agreement we arrived at in March of 85, that failed, overwhelming 
to ratify, had a number of productivity improvements in it 

and uh, they just voted that down.
J e n ^ i  D d L i e L L !-- TTl'3t  Wd5~d -

Re-land P-as-garo-: <*»■> t-h^ in spite of
what they may view as improving their productivity, the facts are
they really have not. And you know, a classic example of their's
is, üif^'we've made remarkable productivity improvements for you 
because you're adding seats to the airplane all the time. You
put more seats on so we become more productive.// know,

r;ison <comparison or"|fhat just doesn't wash or fly in any analytical 
review of that concept. irnmgmm** isn't gmini«’ make it,
It doesn't matter if you have^^r 300 seats on an airplane if
there's only 25 people in them, it really doesn't matter.

Jerry Dane If:-- (Lauylitm)---
Rolamd-Fhssaro: You/know? And I told them, I said 

well, you know, when they had given me that approach to 
productivity, I said well/what about the uh, - Then I ought to be
looking in bur maintenance department down in the seat shop. Why
don't the£ get, why don't the people who ¿nade the seats or put the/
seats in the aircraft ̂ qaA'credit for additional productivity? You 
know, tX&f' put them in.

Jcufgy- DcirretL . (Laughter)— y-as
A

yaA ***■ s-tippe sfrof yAjÇ ¿'¿»-t+yA X*
cA-t ** ¿v* y  /Xe SA fh**.

//.* Cx̂*-Cs*.
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^̂ Rdrand PdbbdLUJll--I moan;—r ea l l y -.---- U-h-TTheir view of

improving productivity, or dreamed productivity improvements, 
certainly doesn't coincide at all with mine or what I know to be 
the facts since 77 until ̂ -4rike I -scty, to date with this
contract that's out on the street now for ratification.

iferry Da ere tat;----We 13- -

fte-land— •—Consi derab le—improvement—In—irt.

Jerry Barrett: The agreement that was rejected in 85, 
was it rejected primarily because of the changes that would have 
effected productivity?

Roland Passaro: Yes. Absolutely. There's i~gafc»»er, 
just no doubt in my mind. !i! uu »Uliowr wrfcTT ttvab 
itaien '4di-l'0 general-by-yi i and I ¿̂<11 juditri k "̂ Ehey have

probably been much more inclined o^ or less reluctant I w b W  rArK-'V
tytî Acct-p-'t ____ _say, than thê  organizations on the property to^ fan ntnrrj hirrn uit-.

wage reductions». ■a>T' nh> nrLil—roach—the i r— salary—of - record more ~ser
than—thff fykhar.^i-nnpg-.ft» >npnr<-y Uâ , they, as an
organization would be considerably more willing to give up pay
than they would work r u l e s , ' r t c u £-*
¿ c '¿C++**-Jerry DaiieLt":--©hr

B61and pXssaro: Because, their -tiring is, yog know, >ok
iv money but don’t change working life and my conditions/ >7 y r/7yr- / /ioney but don’t change wo 

'm into this time off,^program.
Jorry Parrott-?— -€>h> ok .
î oJremd PasSAro: Trru~-k.nnw?-— An^Lfor them to be more 

productive means they work more flights or more days, in a given
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month. And— nh, t hiM:r~r̂ a«t~-»g -&oon-~nofe ■ gee ■ that happen-taŷ tffrem.
Jerry Barrett: Ok. They would prefer to keep that the 

same, and give up some wages.
Roland Passaro: Absolutely.
Jerry Barrett: I see.
Roland Passaro: And really, it's kind of humorous, but

udtt* there's nothing unique about this Local, or this organization
of flight attendants at Eastern Airlines. The entire industry,

in the flight attendant world , is very much
the same. rr~£&&±, 7Tf you take a look at what's going on
• • H’right this moment at TWA, is another classic example. Yrm  know^  

bfaey, TWA' s looking for both wage reductions and severe
modifications to their agreement. The work rules. And—trh7 ~lihe

<x_ AAeCuTWA flight attendants had offered gp 15 percent relatively
&**.<$/* /L.cctp4 io j,quickly but have steadfastly ĵ gaBSBlrtPBgdrwwrcrn. You're not 

getting these changes in the contract that you looking for, Mr.
‘Jo.fin .We«-. In fact, I heard recently that their President awbw'tehegc

. -  i — . , . , ca âw W * »  kind of put it on a quid basis to Mr. I&»rr.and thafc-is
more work rules you change the less money you get. So, 

our organization at this Local 553 is clearly not unique in that 
<̂ £hey will hang on, protectively, to the work rules that they have.

Jerry Barrett: There's no hiding this either? I mean 
this is presented across the table very directly.

Roland Passaro: 'thi-s Absolxrtely. Yes. Absolutely,
~uh. —Y-eat There's nothing -

Jerry Barrett: subtle about it.
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Roland Passaro: Exactly. It's rather clear. And they 
make it rather clear to us that uh-j— that uh> a change to their 
work rules is virtually the end of the world for them. They are 
just not at n 11 _ amenable to those things.

Jerry Barrett: Th^uirr~The agreement that's out there 
for ratification right now, it makes that direct changes in the 
number of hours worked per month?

Roland Passaro: Yes, i
Jerry Barrett: BJt, 'from 77 to 85 there were some other 

negotiations. Can you fill in those a little bit?
Roland Passaro: Qlr.4¡Hr, Mr. Callahan had stayed as the 

President of the Transport Workers Unions through \ib-,— through” uh, 
February or January of 82. XS&, Jih lost the election that was
held in late December or January and Miss Patricia Fink rose to 
the Presidency of the Local. And there was a complete, -ckaage tfrf 

changeover at that time. And meant not only the
President and the Vice President, and the Secretary, Treasurer but 4 ^ °
a ̂ —tidfc, the base level, 8 bases, at the local level, phere was
virtually a changing of the total guard. All the former base
chairpersons within a very short period of time after her election

left their positions. And«-ah were dealing with a bunch of
different people, or »ew people. Miss Fink's tenure wa ihi,r
very difficult for us and very difficult for her also because , 
TrTffn, I can just recall, being over in her office or calling her 
on the phone, or having her to my office with great regularity to 

i, to get her involved in another program or have her
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make some concessions or whatever. And she also came on board at 
a very difficult time with the Patco thing. Iieafc-t-ftg—g4-ghfc at
about-/- r ight- -shot tly after si i-n offire ^he

x A  *//
r left us with a considerably lesser operation forsfa/*Patco1

for a rather long period of time. We were not operating at 100
\sJjL.percent because of the slot constraints, etc . «hr-we' re '

oouwrsc cjajiD-Lia»a| a number of people that we probably should not 
have carried. But netw — the-less I can remember talking to her 
with great regularity mufiTing- concessions to the airline, about

tUf' 'doing things would have had in my opinion, very little impact on 
flight attendants as far as working conditions and their planning 
was concerned. But uh-,~~]Ehat would have been, faha»b»wou-ld-have -beg« 
of great help to Eastern Airlines during that period. And rlfhi 
■She was unwilling to. anproi "bbe-ee. things, but nevertheless, we 
did begin the negotiations with her and her bargaining team that^A^ 
Ufi5 my recollection was something like a 20 or 21 month 
negotiation.

As a matter of fact, I think I told you when we met that,
I think I have been bargaining since late 81 consecutively^ 

J-ergy-Dauije tt:-- (-LduyllĈ r )
Rni arutp^ssarn^ <-$Vc tua 1 lŷ y involved in collective 

bargaining. tJhf you know.— and/̂ hat's both a combination of the 
Railway Labor Act and it's processes^ and M gad the mentality and 
thinking of the people in power at the Local.

Jorgy Darpett;--IM hr.
Rebrand Passuroi--Bh -r'̂ fhey seemed to have, I don it iffi aw
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mt, fundamental(î ^ i<ii:7i>̂ '
»fra f,>-~
7 W

that, as long as you
don't s i g n̂  <sem«*èMNÉ(ej and you continue to bargain,
something good may happen. Yjm1 knuw, I never quite understood 
uàt* their thinking in the matter,but \i2w 22 months or 20 months to 
to negotiate an agreement is both inordinate and -tf, very 
foolish.

Jotry Do-gEÒ^;;̂Ui[i lim.
Roland Paooaro: You know you have this constant^

-this gon6t-arny—n atmosphere of uncertainty^, etc..») otc^- . It's
just outrageous to be bargaining for that length of time. It just 
doesn't help either side. Certainly, doesn't make any sense.

Jerry Barrett: I noticed in looking over the chronology 
you had of the bargaining, the written chronology that you gave 
me, there's a number of places in there where you said, we
were trying to get a meeting on Monday, .gfe-, talk to the union 
they've delayed it until Wednesday. A»eF*jEhen it would only mean 
half a day. So that's what you're referring to there. Sort of an 
unavailability to go at it in a business sort of way.

Roland Passaro: Excuse me. I think you just hit the key 
and that is to go at it in business like sort of way. I certainly 
could never accuse them of being very business like. And this is 
not meant, apersonally, bufT they have always had 
difficulty udsp concentrating on issues for any length of time.
And I must admit that we didn't make that any easier, because like 
I say^with us it was a thrill a minute.

Jaggy Rarratt • ■— ftiauyhter )
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rgo. And I was over there asking for
itxsomething, or looking something m

A
only to counter the

events of the previous day. You know there was so much happening
in this business that it was certainly clear to those of us

jict'who were involved ¿a»t*y <yau lww»*) there was no future here4
operating the way we'd been operating. Apd that- ah f uh I just 
continued to call to their attention every chance that I had that 

there was no way, there was no future here for us as long as 
we had flight attendants on an average working 13 or 14 days a 
month, could not continue to have vacation
accruals^ I UM'Hiny lirni' Imi 1 l'i np nvnr Ihr— jnad Uh there wee«
j-uat_nufnbor--and--cer tain ly~~oui!> pay. Our pay was, rn my- opinion
clearly wacked out of shape^ uri%sse*«K compared to the industry.

especially^ if you looked at it on the basis of who could^pay.
You know, our ability to paŷ - our salaries were^ 
well above our ability to pay and compete, 
jarry DaLi'citl.--ttm—hns
BoXa-nd- PaGsaror Itewas juste=p *» y°u didn't need a

Phi Beta ̂ ajffa-̂ key to see those things. They were there and we
actually began, not thinking about, but attempting to make 
fundamental change even before 83. frneL’yau*a)twow it goes
back the year 82_«rffi- with m e / tavuti.5r£th Miss

even before 83. AatAryt ' ,
4-V,  ̂ ... _̂___

Fink to get her to do some of the things that we though were 
fundamental to survival. And more than survival, I mean 
profitability.

-T" r r y Rnrrrtt* nm hm
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Roland Passaro: Survival «OQtaatfMgMMklMMt is a shoddy 
existence in my opinion. profitability is a whole other
matter. ftiufr--T- just--fehe-vayr it 1"3—j-ost- the point-̂ waJ-se--going fee*yrUu?

like I say, a shoddy existence forA *
for all the employees of the

airline»*
Jerry Barrett: When did she mol̂ e off the scene then?

And uh, with Callahan moving back in.
Roland Passaro: Well, we settled with Miss Fink, -tha-t— 20 

or—a^r-month -negotiatifttw r, as I recall ¿¡«tod— in October—of- 02, 
excuse *y, in October of 83.

J e r r y  B d i r e t L ; ---o ln

Rol-and -Pereoaro i - Their contract n-ffy or the tentative 
agreement went out and did ratify J'afliB' > ft"ililC" lu November 9 th or 
10th there about. I%> Wh ile we were in the wanning stages of 
negotiations, T̂ od—Of—couroo^jihat one was replete with the
countdown, strike dates and threats and the whole bit. And—o£ 
course settled^ wrir just prior to the strikeI,— «**- just ] 

t Jol. iustdeadline. Ufc, but lìpL̂ Tust about that time I remember 3ft, meeting 
Mr. Usery for the first time.

'Jeity BaiaeLlf-- eh-.
Rn 1 and--^Tshar'ol ¿¡b& kr be came on board «li, ~~1 think in 

October o £ 8 3» or there» pinouts. Uh, -and-Shortly after the 
ratification, well prior to November 9th, which 5— thank, was the 
ratification date, uh-BilljI know;had been talking to the other 
labor organizations on the property. Of course, with management
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ajg£L-'i*&/ were attempting to set up a process, not a purely 
collective bargaining one, but a process that would in fact change 
conditions here and put in place some kind of program that 
would get us through the year-*s£ 1984^ which by all measures 
according to our finance people was an ̂ warned i'atod disaster 
w— iwifnrfrt financially. So my recollection was that Miss 
FinkjU#, I think Bill had talked to her, while the negotiations 
was in process and it was her position that she would not discuss 
or talk to Mr. Usery or deal wi tĥ  i l'lmniil hm: in this massive effort 
to cure a problem until such time as she had a contract. So, we 
did what was necessary to arrive at agreement, and then after 
ratification she got involved. But right after we had
reached the tentative agreement, I think Miss Fink was part of the 
tripartite or three union plus management agreement to do what was 
necessary t o r e s t o r e  the company to financial health.

Jerry Barrett: Ok. And that that was based on that 
study that was done by the outside auditors who came in and looked 
at the ij(?ok$,

Roland Passaro: We-Hr UTTat that was really >— ie—a., "that 
agreement was just what I said earlier, an agreement by the three 
organizations, to do what was necessary to restore the company 
to financial health. Part of the agreement was that -Litszar-d-, and 
this other organization appointed by the union, Lockeri
would come in and study the carrier to see just what the financial

Y\A$status of the carrier was. gfr,. hagbyssaj»̂  was party to that
agreement. And as I mentioned after we got our negotiations
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disposed ofj i*±̂, we began on a collective basisjp-Ĥ ®ti*(H«i*. iasy ^rly 
November, that was the ALPA organization, pilots, the flight 
attendants, and the IAM, vrfr were dealing collectively with 
management mi«' in the company of oft*- numerous
consultants and f inanc(§^[people. Arid uli,~ ¿he effort there was
to arrive at an understanding of really what was needed for the 
year 1984. And frankly, the corporation, started out
with our interest being a much longer term fix than one year. UJ»v 

ultimately settled, I or agreed to what clearly was a one
year fix. Like I say, we thought we had something a little longer 
than that, but nevertheless, bhn* weowliteodym >in«'%ha<t, those talks, 
and that bargaining and the look at the corporation resulted in 
the WIP, Wage Investment Program. And some;— i-nnovat-ive uh, and—  
oi-garzltyr-new- thing-s in the dealings between labor and management uh 
at that point in time. U-h-,— that was— trhe~ program that prnvide-d. ub, 
Jr ( interruptior^-M--

Jerry Barrett: Ok, we're back on. You were just talking
about the^^htgt. agreement that was reached that provided for uj**
ownership by employees and other things.

Roland Passaro: [Jĵ TETvat' s correct, Jerry. i|he WIP
with 25 percent ownership in the corporation by the f\

distribution of stock and in return salaries were reduced 18 
percent from salary of record. tjl̂ *~"]fchere were numerous other
things uŜ , in that it providedorganized laborft^afi^r'-

lA>t/o fk*.considerably more input than they've ever had in the pasty Udfc in
A _

some rather critical areas, in—my' oplrriretw Uh> [they had the right
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to financial reviews o f« o <ar-pu.i. a L i u n 1 jju m l  rm  i on a
monthly basis. r^^hey had some rights with respect to purchases 
made by the company, facilities and design changes made by the
corporation. There were a host of things that ufe, evolved
from those collective sessions. ¡Most of importantly,of
course^ to the corporation was the, v/ao the uh,— ah-?— wage reduction 
of 18 percent. "-

Jerry Barrett: Let me just ask you one kind of fault 
that. Do you think that the work that was done in 83 by the two 
consulting firms that looked at the books, did that change 
people's mind about the health of, the financial health of the 
company? Particularly the unions, the union that you were dealing 
with?

Roland Passaro: You know to be perfectly candid with 
you, Miss Fink and her committee were also involved in that 
process. «*, ̂ he did not leave m‘-L-1" ■ office^
until «iff February of 84. She had lost the election and back came 
Mr. Callahan. But $32? to be as frank as I can, to this day Miss 
Fink has stated that she never believed the numbers. It was a 
very, ;m(i aw agonizing process for me and certainly for
the others who dealt with her, and in fact, the consultants.

rTnrgy Pnriirtf-— -0 nr hm-:
RjQland— Pa9 9aret I mean there was no way to convince Miss 

Fink wfeepMWfrut limy that the numbers vitiate displayed both by the 
outsiders and Eastern Airlines were in fact accurate. Aul^ i L 

ijt was an awful thing. I mean I can even recall
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Miss Fink after it was all over and the programs were all in place
she—would me, yti>M»n])iuy.g, never really beileved -fcho'go numbers. SSfff

4 A
-btnSW.Q. yoiU'Jtimw, pealing with intransigent is one thing, but whenA
you have to deal vwtotesofâ . with that kind of thing it
gets to be impossible at times.

Jerry Barrett: thn hm , um hm. Was there her replacement 
any easier to convince on the numbers?

Roland Paysdr®: Well, I don't think Mr. Callahan has 
ever felt that the corporation was operat i2* on two sets of books, 
was denying them access to the real data or anything else. I 
think Mr. Callahan from day one recognized there was a real 
problem here .^¿el ieved the numbers and everything else. And I, 
personally think that he did what he thought he had to do and
was necessary to do, in that March agreement. And uh, -It didn't 
ratify. But, -nby I think that he clearly understood at that point 
that there was a severe and serious problem here and that it
needed to be dealt with. And that life had to change for

&A £  Mrorganized labor ha«i» with respect working conditions, and u*%~- 
productivity. \£ee, point being that I think he 
accepted thm ti*oablQEr»fx»a|wui'a-Hjy, the corporatio 
certainly believed the people who were providing that kind of 
data for him.

Jerry Barrett:— -am hnu
Roland PussunTY Where as I said Miss Fink, on the other 

hand clearly never, never really believed that our
situation was as stated.

clearly 
n̂ . ate, and
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Roland.

Jerry Barrett: Ok, I think I'll end at this point. 
Roland Passaro: Ok.
Jerry Barrett: Let you get back to work. Thanks much

pci 5 * 5 ^ °
Roland : You're welcome. Appreciate your time

Jerry.
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Jerry Barrett: This is Jerry Barrett talking. Today's 

date is March 20, 1986. I'm interviewing Roland Passaro at 
Eastern Airlines Headquarters in Miami.

Roland, if you would, could you talk just a little bit 
about what you did before you arrived at Eastern?

Roland Passaro: Ok. Jerry, out of college I spent uh, 
five plus years in both the St. Louis Cardinals and Chicago White 
Sox organization as a professional ball player. Uh, when that was 
all over I went to uh, a corporation based in Allentown, 
Pennsylvania, Lehigh Portland Cement Company. Uh, and was located 
in Buffalo at their Buffalo, New York, plant um, handling the uh, 
Personnel and Industrial Relations Function. From there moved 
back after about four years or so as Labor Counsel on the 
corporate level. Which entailed, in a corporation that size, the 
entire IR end and Personnel function including the formulation of 
benefits plans, negotiation of uh, some 15 local supplemental 
agreements, also including a master agreement with the United 
Cement, Lime and Gypsum Workers. In, I think 1968, came to 
Eastern Airlines and worked as a Staff Counselor or Staff Counsel 
on the Ground Side dealing with the IAM and other ground related 
contracts.

Uh, from there I moved to Manager of, I think it was at 
that time, Employee Relations, uh, for the Inflight Service 
Division, dealing exclusively with flight attendants. Uh, I have 
been Director in that capacity since 1976.

9
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Roland Passaro: So since 76, I've had the responsibility 

for the flight attendant negotiations and related personnel 
matters uh, dealing with the Transport Workers Union and, uh, 
representing in-flight service.

Jerry Barrett: That would include not only the 
negotiations but uh, the handling of grievances and other 
problems.

Roland Passaro: Grievances, arbitration cases, you name 
it. It's kind of a self contained -

Tarry D«l'l lLLi — Ok.
Roland Passaro: -little Personnel Division.
Jerry Barrett: In 76, uh, that was when they began the 

negotiations over the profit sharing matters and that's when 
things began to get really interesting. Can you sort of pick up 
at that point and talk about it?

Roland Passaro: Yea, yea they sure did. Uh, the 76 
negotiations which carried over into very late 77, we finally 
signed uh, sometime mid-summer of 77, but that was another 
classical or typical negotiations with the, with Local 553. Urn, 
my recollection as, it probably was a, I don't know 15-18 month 
extravaganza

Roland Passaro: -with all the, all the, uh bologna
thrown in. They had at that time numerous organizational 
problems. And my recollection through that thing is I dealt with 
three different uh, leaders. They had ousted their President, I
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think in, after the negotiations had begun, or shortly after it 
begun. They had an interim President, who handled the 
negotiations for a while. And then ultimately uh, I think elected 
a President, uh, also during this period. So, so while one 
ousted, the other one was interim, and the other one, I think, was 
an elected President. We actually had three different leaders of 
their negotiating team to deal with and made for a, just a God 
awful arrangement as far as we were concerned. But, uh, we got 
through that and of course, we did negotiate, what at that time, 
was the, the first formal wage program, known as VEP, the Variable 
Earnings Program, was a part of the agreement finally consummated, 
I think in the summer of 77. If my, I don't know if my timing 
here is correct or not Jerry, but I think we also had a program 
that was either in 76 or late 75 that uh, was not ongoing but it 
was uh, by my recollection for the TWU, something around a six 
month wage freeze. And that may have been late 85 or, I think it 
was, I think it, excuse me late 75.

uamiiirr" oil.
Roland Passaro: Was my recollection of something, some 

sort of program, even prior to VEP.
Jerry Barrett: Was that done with the other unions as 

well as or was that just -
Roland Passaro: Yes sir. 

arero111 It vnrsJiL
Roland Passaro: That was a corporate program. All 

employees uh, were involved in the Variable Earnings Program,
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which basically was a uh, 3 and 1/2 percent, 3.5 percent, 
reduction from your salary of record. And there was potential 
for uh, earnings above your salary of record. in other words, 
earnings above 100 percent of salary in the even of profitability 
by the company based on certain formulas. /7nd my recollection is 
in, I think, in two of the, two of the five years that uh, that 

^program was in existence, uh there was a return for employees~̂J I 
think one year, I think it was above, slightly above 100 percent. 
Another year it was a little less than 100 percent.

Roland Passaro: My recollection is that at in least two 
of those years, uh there was a return for employees.

.Jerry Barrett: Actually, then Eastern was negotiating, 
uh concessions long before that became popular. You generally 
associate concessions with the 80's.

Roland Passaro: Absolutely. C L th ink, uh, long before 
employee programs or concessions or whatever were ever

-iA|W\ fashionable, uh, Frank Borman, I think in my opinion, was
instrumental, certainly in the first one that I can recall in this 
industry,

D

Roland Passaro: So, you correct. We did in fact have 
programs long before concessions or concessionairy bargaining, or
whatever was considered fashionable. And if my recollection is we 
were somewhat the envy of the rest of the industry at that time 
and uh, we did get an awful lot of uh, in the 76-77 urn, years, an
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awful lot of comment and uh, publicity about the program that was 
in effect at Eastern Airlines.

Jerry Barrett: Do you remember the name of the three 
union officials who took turns that year in negotiating-

Roland Passaro: Yes I do. Uh, they started, or at that 
point they had a lady in office as £TV5 ‘President by the name of 
Bernice Dolan. Miss Dolan was uh, removed from the Presidency by 
her Executive Board. And uh, the powers, organization itself, 
with a number of charges, some of which I don't recollect. But,

' she was removed, and of course, uh, that left us with a, uh, 
fa eally a lame duck organization to deal with because, they were, 
she immediately challenged it. And in fact filed a law suit and 
this thing set in the courts for a considerable period of time. 
But of course, during that time uh, it was very difficult to get 
anyone to decide issues, or do much of anything because they 
didn't know whether Miss Dolan would be back in the morning or, 
or not. And uh, it was not, it was a very difficult situation 
for us really to conduct the bargaining after that happened.

Their interim President, uh, was a gentlemen by the name 
of John Jocobas, who is, continues to fly for Eastern today. And 
so does Miss Dolan, by the way.

Uh, and then I think John was followed by uh, the fellow 
that's in office right now, Bob Callahan. And uh, Bob was the 
President when the bargaining was completed for that particular 
contract
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\<\y

Jerry Barrett: The uh, change of leadership, there was 
not really related to the concessions, that wasn't what put 
pressure on them to -

Roland Passaro: Not in my opinion. No.
Jerry Barrett: it was their own internal - 
Roland Passaro: Absolutely. Yea. It was a matter, 

purely internal, at the local level here.
Jerry Barrett: Has that organization had those kind of 

problems, uh, most of the time you've dealt with?
Roland Passaro: Um.
Jerry Barrett: I don't mean that specific kind of 

problem. I mean leadership kinds of uh -
Roland Passaro: j^Yes, in my opinion, they've had a 
a serious problem with respect to leadership. Uh, they 

have been a, a non-cohesive organization, uh, uh, seemingly after 
they elect a President will find cause and concern to spread word 
that uh, they don't want that President anymore. Uh, it's a very 
difficult situation for the person in office. /

Jerry Doiftetfei— Uirr hm.
Roland Passaro: It has been for a considerable period of

time.

w)’ serious,

€ /

w

Jerry Barrett 
her airlines? € s that typical of flight attendants in

Roland Passaro: I really think it is, Jerry. I really 
think it is, uh. Uh, they're a work force, uh, I think there's a 
lot of reasons for that, but they're fundamentally a work forc e^
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that's unique. The only other thing like it is uh, the front 
end,pilots organization. You know, they don't have workbenches 
and shops, they don't hit timeclocks, come to work and are visible 
and viewed by supervision for the duration of their shift, etc.. 
They come to work, get on an airplane and leave town.

Roland Passaro: ^For the most part they are also a work 
force who is very enamoured of their time off. Uh, for the most 
t  art they would just as soon, the vast majority of flight 
attendants, would just as soon uh, come to work, attend their 
briefing, take their flight and go home and divorce themselves 
from, from a lot of other activities either within the union or 
within the corporation. And uh, I think the vast majority come to 
work, do a good job, and just, and do their own thing^j

&sa Sauim
Roland Passaro: It is, it has been for years, a uh, 

position that has allowed uh, a great deal of time off once you 
get any kind of seniority at all. And uh, you know, they have a 
great deal of time to travel. And uh, involve themselves in 
their own personal interests, etc. So uh, uh the point being, 
not physically being on the property, for any length of time, in a 
given period of an entire bid, entire bid month, there is not a 
great deal of interaction either as unionists or even for that 
matter with their management. You know it's a, it's a, to a large 
extent an unsupervised work force as far as doing the job day to 
day is concerned. You know we have supervisory requirements to
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fly with uh, flight attendants a number of times a years. But uh, 
when you start talking large numbers like 6,000-7,000 flight 
attendants it's an enormous task form some 70 supervisors to, to 
uh, do check rides, and uh, efficiency rides, etc. with any kind 
of regularity. So for the most part they do a very fine job, uh, 
most of them and uh, are in fact a non-supervised, or virtual 
absentee work force.

Jerry Barrett: U*T'hm. Quite different than, say the 
machinists.

Roland Passaro: Absolutely. I mean, you know, the, the 
uh, possibility for cohesion in heavy union activities, etc. and 
involvement are considerably greater with the rest of the 
industrial world.

pilot situation.
Jerry Barrett: The uh, can you follow through now from 

77, what was next? After you reach agreement in 77.
Roland Passaro: (Pause) Uh, God so many things went on 

there. But uh, well shortly after we reached, we'd arrived at the 
agreement in 77, uh we had been aware of and had been reading 
about it, certainly had been concerned about the possibility

along it came. Uh, and there's little doubt that that, that more 
or legislation changed, in my opinion, not only the industry 
forever or to date at least; but it changed the uh, lives of an 
awful lot of people too And uh, uh, we at the time, were

Ti I I li Fun I Ml I rim hin

Roland Passaro: Uh, as versus the flight attendant and

of a, of a the airlines being deregulated. course, in 78,
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certainly not, from a financial point of view, historically
successful carrier. j And of course, uh, that kind of legislation
impacted us greatly because of our enormous debt at that point, uh 

I and the continuing debt, continuing enlargement of that debt,
based upon the corporation's need to modernize its fleet in order 
to compete in the deregulated environment7j So, my opinion is that 
Eastern, uh, had a doubly difficult situation as compared to 
carriers such as Delta, American. You know, they're two guys that 
have been historically successful, have shown large, large profits 
over a long period of time. Had a, if you will, a war chest, that 
was far superior to, well I'm not too sure we even had one.

Jerry Dui'ieLt":--(Lauyllter)
Roland Passaro: But certainly far superior to anything 

that we had. Urn, to allow the ability to muddle through this very 
difficult time that everybody was aware was upon us. Uh, they had 
the ability to uh, compete immediately, in my opinion, from a 
financial point of view, because they could, with the kind of 
money that they had, had earned over the years, the kind of 
earnings they had, if there were a brawl in a specific market they 
could take on the new guy for a considerably longer period of time 
than we would have even considered.

Jorry-Barre^t;— llm -Jim.
Roland Passaro: There's no way we could lower our fares 

dramatically to complete with the, with these upstarts, who were 
popping up like mushrooms all over the country side, for any 
length of time. We just didn't have that kind of staying power 
financially. And uh, from 78 through today it's been, uh a
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struggle, it's been up hill. Uh, we have managed to hang on, uh, 
acrimoniously -

Barrett;-- (Loughtee-)
Roland Passaro: And in a number of other ways that uh, 

sometime surprise the hell out of me.
jj&rrf- rlim̂ Roland Passaro

■ E
you know,

knowing, having been deeply involved for the last uh, 8 years, and
j knowing what I know uh, or what I understood to be our situation 

r 'v uh, it's somewhat remarkable that uh, uh, Frank and so many others
A have held the thing together* 7 7  Uh, iit was not a situation where we

. |*Neihad, where we well. /Needless to say, we had a great deal of
^^cooperation from organized labor^ while they, while they would 

u have you believe that they had cooperated with this corporation
for ever and a day and have made large sacrifices, etc .J The 
facts are, and the mathematical facts truly are, that uh, from a 
wages or a salary point of view—  Urn, well I guess I can tell 
you, the best example I guess I can tell you is the one I dealt 
with all the time with the Transport Workers Union. Uh, they have 
been uh, claiming to have made, to have done nothing but sacrifice 
for this corporation from a wage point of view. facts are,

V»'7that uh, every piece of paper that we have shows that their wages
have increased over the last 10 years astronomically. Something
like, my recollect is 158 percent increase

D
Jerry Barrett: Over the past 10 years?
Roland Passaro: Absolutely. And you know, and even at 

the bargaining table, uh, this last go round, I just didn't put
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with much of their whining about that and uh, told them on a 
number of occasions, well I understand your sacrifices but I'd 
like just one of you to bring me just one flight attendant's W-2 
form from the prior year and show me that its lesser than the 
following year. And you know, that kind of calmed them down and 
uh, got them off of that every time they'd bring it up I would 
kind of counter with that approach. The facts are that they know, 
uh what they've gotten over the years here as an organization.
Um, I think that's been clearly one of our problems. The 
programs, programs that we had employees involved in um, in my 
opinion periodically cost us more than it should.

Ja r  ry—Bor rott »-— Qh.
Roland Passaro: You know, there's a quid for everything 

and uh, there's no doubt in my mind that without those programs 
we'd, you and I wouldn't be discussing this matter here today.
I mean those programs were fundamental to the survival of this 
corporation. There's no doubt what so ever in my mind. Uh, they 
did in fact create an atmosphere amongst employees, where 
employees simply felt that uh, that they had forever and a day 
made these enormous sacrifices to the corporation. And you know,
I think the more, the, uh the more uh, introspective ones are 
those who had ever sat down and thought about it at all, certainly 
to conclude that the sacrifices they made kept them employed.

Jerry Darrebir:-- (daughter.)
Roland Passaro: You know?
Jerry Barrett: Yes.
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Roland Passaro: And that's basically. Basically, the 
way those programs went. Uh, uh they were necessary for the 
corporation. They did, in my opinion, provide security in jobs 
for employees. 1 3  thout those programs, uh I couldn't even venture 
to guess as to where the hell we would have been a number of years 
back

Jerry Barrett: Is there, uh, when those flight 
attendants talk about uh, making sacrifices, do they mean uh, not 
just in terms of wage give backs, or wage deferrals but are they 
also talking about work rule changes or things like that, that 
they would see as major sacrifices? Particularly given their 
desire for more time off.

Roland Passaro: Yea. They had. The facts are that uh, 
flight attendant utilization has, had actually decreased from 77 
forward. ^Ln the 77 agreement uh, Eastern agreed to a, a duty reg 
change that actually adversely impacted productivity^^ So, uh, any 
claims that they'd made, sacrifices in the work rule area, are 
remarkably easy to argue away. Because the facts are that we 
really uh, the flight attendants never since 77 really made any 
substantive changes, either contractually or otherwise that would 
have improved on their individual productivity. Uh, they simply 
have not responded from a work rule point of view to the proposals 
made by the company in negotiations, either starting in 77 or 
subsequently. And uh, until this last go round, uh they have, we 
have made some, some very decent in-roads from the productivity 
point of view, uh in this agreement that's out there on the street
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today for ratification.

■Jerry -  DuuULL .----©-k.

Roland Passaro: But until this, uh, no. In fact, uh the 
agreement we arrived at in March of 85, that failed, overwhelming 
failed to ratify, had a number of productivity improvements in it 
and uh, they just voted that down.

\reii-y Dor rofat i---- ‘Phol WTTS "5T-

Roland Passaro: So they have not, have not, in spite of 
what they may view as improving their productivity, the facts are 
they really have not. And you know, a classic example of their's 
is, uh, we've made remarkable productivity improvements for you 
because uh, you're adding seats to the airplane all the time. You 
put more seats on so we become more productive. Well, you know, 
that just doesn't wash or fly in any analytical uh, comparison or 
review of that concept. It just isn't gonna make it, you know.
It doesn't matter if you have, uh, 300 seats on an airplane if 
there's only 25 people in them, it really doesn't matter.

Ja rry Bar re t t-!---- (LcTUyliler )

Roland Passaro: You know? And I told them, I said 
well, you know, when they had given me that approach to
productivity, I said well what about the uh, - Then I ought to be
looking in our maintenance department down in the seat shop. Why 
don't they get, why don't the people who made the seats or put the
seats in the aircraft get credit for additional productivity? You
know, they put them in.

Jerry Barrett: (Laughter) yes.
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Roland Passaro: I mean, really. Uh, their view of

improving productivity, or dreamed productivity improvements, uh, 
certainly doesn't coincide at all with mine or what I know to be 
the facts in uh, since 77 until, like I say, to date with this 
contract that's out on the street now for ratification.

was it rejected primarily because of the changes that would have 
effected productivity?

there's just no doubt in my mind. You know, with that 
organization it's generally, and I will admit, that they have 
probably been much more inclined or, or less reluctant I would 
say, than the organizations on the property to, to uh, have uh, 
wage reductions, or uh, not reach their salary of record more so 
than the other groups on the property. Urn, they, as an 
organization would be considerably more willing to give up pay 
than they would work rule;

take my money but don't change working life and my conditions 
here. I'm into this time off program.

productive means they work more flights or more days, in a given

x̂ e-rry—Harrerri— well -
Roland Passaro: Considerable improvement in it.
Jerry Barrett: The agreement that was rejected in 85

Roland Passaro: î s . Absolutely. There's not a

Jerry Barrettr:--Oh,
Roland Passaro: Because, their thing is, you know, ok

Jerry Barrett: Oh, ok
Roland Passaro: You know? And for them to be more
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month. And uh, their just as soon not see that happen to them.

Jerry Barrett: Ok. They would prefer to keep that the 
same, and give up some wages.

Roland Passaro: Absolutely.
Jerry Barrett: I see.
Roland Passaro: And really, it's kind of humorous, but 

uh, there's nothing unique about this Local, or this organization 
of flight attendants at Eastern Airlines. The entire industry, 
from, in the flight attendant world rather, uh, is very, very much 
the same. Uh, in fact, if you take a look at what's going on 
right this moment at TWA, is another classic example. You know, 
they, TWA's looking for both wage reductions and uh, severe 
modifications to their agreement. The work rules. And uh, the 
TWA flight attendants uh, had offered up 15 percent uh, relatively 
quickly but have steadfastly maintained union. You're not 
getting these changes in the contract that you looking for, Mr.
Icon. In fact, I heard recently that uh their President out there 
said, uh, kind of put it on a quid basis to Mr. Icon and that is 
^h, the more work rules you change the less money you get. J Sb~, 
our organization at this Local 553 is clearly not unique in that 
they will hang on, protectively, to the work rules that they haveT^

Jerry Barrett: There's no hiding this either? I mean 
this is presented across the table very directly.

Roland Passaro: This is. Absolutely. Yes. Absolutely, 
uh. Yea. There's nothing -

Jerry Barrett: subtle about it.
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Roland Passaro: Exactly. It's rather clear. And they 
make it rather clear to us that uh, that uh, a change to their 
work rules is virtually the end of the world for them. They are 
just not at all, uh, amenable to those things.

Jerry Barrett: The uh, the agreement that's out there 
for ratification right now, it makes that direct changes in the 
number of hours worked per month?

Roland Passaro: Yes, uh um.
Jerry Barrett: Uh, from 77 to 85 there were some other 

negotiations. Can you fill in those a little bit?
Roland Passaro: Ok. Uh, Callahan had stayed as the

President of the Transport Workers Unions through uh, through uh, 
February of, or January of 82^^Uh, he lost the election that was 
held in late December or January and Miss Patricia Fink rose to 
the Presidency of the Local. And there was a complete change of 
uh, change over at that time. And the meant not only the 
President and the Vice President, and the Secretary, Treasurer but 
uh, the base level, 8 bases, at the local level there was 
virtually a changing of the total guard. All the former base 
chairpersons within a very short period of time after her election 
uh, left their positions. And uh, we were dealing with a bunch of 
different people, or now people. Uh, Miss Fink's tenure was, was 
very difficult for us and very difficult for her also because uh,
I was, I can just recall, being over in her office or calling her 
on the phone, or having her to my office with great regularity to 
uh, involve, to get her involved in another program or have her



make some concessions or whatever. And she also came on board at 
a very difficult time with the Patco thing. Heating right at 
about, right shortly after she came to office. You know and the 
Patco thing uh, left us with a considerably lesser operation for 
for a rather long period of time. We were not operating at 100 
percent because of the slot constraints, etc. And uh, we're of 
course counting a number of people that we probably should not 
have carried. But none the less I can remember talking to her 
with great regularity making concessions to the airline, about 
doing things would have had in my opinion, very little impact on 
flight attendants as far as working conditions and their planning 
was concerned. But uh, that would have been, that would have been 
of great help to Eastern Airlines during that period. And uh, 
yshe was unwilling to any of those things, but nevertheless, we 
did begin the negotiations with her and her bargaining team that 
uh, my recollection was something like a 20 or 21 month 
negotiation.

As a matter of fact, I think I told you when we met that, 
I think I have been bargaining since late 81 consecutively.

»erry Barrotti (Laughter)
Roland Passaro: Actually, involved in collective 

bargaining. Uh, you know, and that's both a combination of the 
railway Labor Act and it's processes and I and the mentality and 
thinking of the people in power at the Local.

- 17-

Bar ro-fet*----Utn- hm.

Roland Passaro: Uh, they seemed to have, I don't know
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that it was as much a philosophy as it may have been fundamental 
laziness or what. But I think they felt that uh, as long as you 
don't sign something and you continue to bargain, something may, 
something good may happen. You know, I never quite understood 
uh, their thinking in the matter but uh, 22 months or 20 months to 
to negotiate an agreement is both inordinate and uh, very 
foolish.

Jerry- Barr e t t -;----Urn- hm »

Roland Passaro: You know you have this constant, uh, 
this constant uh, atmosphere of uncertainty, etc., etc. . It's 
just outrageous to be bargaining for that length of time. It just 
doesn't help either side. Certainly, doesn't make any sense.

Jerry Barrett: I noticed in looking over the chronology 
you had of the bargaining, the written chronology that you gave 
me, uh, there's a number of places in there where you said, we 
were trying to get a meeting on Monday, uh, talk to the union 
they've delayed it until Wednesday. And then it would only mean 
half a day. So that's what you're referring to there. Sort of an 
unavailability to go at it in a business sort of way.

Roland Passaro: Excuse me. I think you just hit the key 
and that is to go at it in business like sort of way. I certainly 
could never accuse them of being very business like. And this is 
not meant, uh, personally, but uh, they have always had 
difficulty uh, concentrating on issues for any length of time.
And I must admit that we didn't make that any easier, because like 
I say with us it was a thrill a minute.

J-erry Barre LL :-- (Laughter-)
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Roland Passaro: And I was over there asking for 
something, or looking something or whatever only to counter the 
events of the previous day. You know there was so much happening 
in this business that uh, it was certainly clear to those of us 
who were involved in it, you know, there was no future here 
operating the way we'd been operating. And that uh, uh I just 
continued to call to their attention every chance that I had that 
uh, there was no way, there was no future here for us as long as 
we had flight attendants on an average working 13 or 14 days a 
month. Uh, we could not continue to have uh, enormous vacation 
accruals, that they had built up over the years. Uh there were 
just number— and certainly our pay. £our pay was, in my opinion, 
clearly wacked out of shape uh, even compared to the industry."~~j 
And especially, if you looked at it on the basis of who could pay 
what. You know, our ability to pay, our salaries were, in my 
opinion, well above our ability to pay and compete.

3-en iY  rraLi-e l t ! -- urn-hnw^

Roland Passaro: It was just, and that, you didn't need a 
Phi Beta Capa key to see those things. They were there and uh, we 
actually began, not thinking about, but attempting to make 
fundamental change here uh, even before 83. And you know it goes 
back the year 82, uh, with me, cajoling and whatever with Miss 
Fink to get her to do some of the things that we though were 
fundamental to survival. And more than survival, I mean 
profitability.

■UeiL y U A f f e t t :----
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Roland Passaro: Survival is, you know, is a shoddy 

existence in my opinion. You know profitability is a whole other 
matter. And it's just the way, it's just the point we're going to 
have to be to because this is, like I say, a shoddy existence for 
not only for the management, but for all the employees of the 
airline as I see it.

Jerry Barrett: When did she more off the scene then?
And uh, with Callahan moving back in.

Roland Passaro: Well, we settled with Miss Fink, that 20 
or 21 month negotiations, as I recall ended in October of 82, 
excuse me I'm sorry, in October of 83.

■Jerry DaL're't t :— The:—

Roland Passaro: Their contract uh, or the tentative 
agreement went out and did ratify some time in November 9th or 
10th there about. Uh, while we were in the wanning stages of 
negotiations, uh, and of course, that one was replete with the 
countdown, strike dates and threats and the whole bit. And of 
course we settled, uh just prior to the strike date, strike 
deadline, uh, but uh, just about that time I remember uh, meeting 
Mr. Usery for the first time.

Jerry Barrett; oh.
Roland Passaro: That he came on board, uh, I think in 

October or 83 or there abouts. Uh, and shortly after the 
ratification, well prior to November 9th, which I think was the 
ratification date, uh Bill I know had been talking to the other 
labor organizations on the property. Of course, with management
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and uh, were attempting to set up a process, not a purely 
collective bargaining one, but a process that would in fact change 
conditions here and uh put in place some kind of program that 
would get us through the year uh 1984; which by all measures 
according to our finance people was an unmediated disaster that we 
were looking at financially. So my recollection was that Miss 
Fink uh, I think Bill had talked to her, while the negotiations 
was in process and it was her position that she would not discuss 
or talk to Mr. Usery or deal with the other in this massive effort 
to cure a problem until such time as she had a contract. So, we 
did what was necessary to arrive at agreement, and then after 
ratification uh, she got involved. But uh right after we had 
reached the tentative agreement, I think Miss Fink was part of the 
tripartite or three union plus management agreement to do what was 
necessary to, uh to restore the company to financial health.

Jerry Barrett: Ok. And that that was based on that 
study that was done by the outside auditors who came in and looked 
at the - ok.

Roland Passaro: Well what that was really, is a, that 
agreement was just what I said earlier, an agreement by the three 
organizations, uh to do what was necessary to restore the company 
to financial health. Part of the agreement was that Lizzard, and 
this other organization appointed by the union, Lockerabrick, 
would come in and study the carrier to see just what the financial 
status of the carrier was. So, she had, she was party to that 
agreement. And as I mentioned after we got our negotiations
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disposed of uh, we began on a collective basis. I think in, early 
November, that was the ALPA organization, pilots, the flight 
attendants, and the IAM, uh were dealing collectively with 
management in the, or certainly in the company of uh, numerous 
consultants and uh, finance people. And uh, the effort there was 
to arrive at an understanding of really what was needed for the 
year 1984. And frankly, the corporation, I think, started out 
with our interest being a much longer term fix than one year. Uh, 
we ultimately settled, I guess or agreed to what clearly was a one 
year fix. Like I say, we thought we had something a little longer 
than that, but nevertheless, that resulted, or that, those talks, 
and that bargaining and the look at the corporation resulted in 
the WIP, Wage Investment Program. And some, innovative uh, and 
clearly new things in the dealings between labor and management uh 
at that point in time. Uh, that was the program that provided uh, 
a (interruption).

Jerry Barrett: Ok, we're back on. You were just talking 
about the, that agreement that was reached that provided for uh, 
ownership by employees and other things.

Roland Passaro: Uh, that's correct, Jerry. The, the WIP 
provided with 25 percent ownership in the corporation by the 
distribution of stock and in return salaries were reduced 18 
percent from salary of record. Uh, there were numerous other 
things uh, in that it provided the organized laborer with 
considerably more input than they've ever had in the past. Uh, in 
some rather critical areas, in my opinion. Uh, they had the right
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to financial reviews of corporation's uh, of the corporation on a 
monthly basis. Uh, they had some rights with respect to purchases 
made by the company, uh, facilities and design changes made by the 
corporation. There were a host of things uh, that uh, evolved 
from those collective sessions. Uh, most of important, of 
course, to the corporation was the, was the uh, uh, wage reduction 
of 18 percent. Uh, -

Jerry Barrett: Let me just ask you one kind of fault 
that. Do you think that the work that was done in 83 by the two 
consulting firms that looked at the books, did that change 
people's mind about the health of, the financial health of the 
company? Particularly the unions, the union that you were dealing 
with?

Roland Passaro: You know to be perfectly candid with 
you, Miss Fink and her committee were also involved in that 
process. Uh, she did not leave August, excuse me leave office, 
until uh, February of 84. She had lost the election and back came 
r. Callahan. £But uh, to be as frank as I can, to this day Miss

It was aFink has stated that she never believed the number 
very, it was just an agonizing process for me and certainly for 
the others who dealt with her, and in fact, the consultants.

Jjfamiy BU1T7! L LT-- OTB B ill.

Roland Passaro: I mean there was no way to convince Miss 
Fink uh, that the, that the numbers were displayed both by the 
outsiders and Eastern Airlines were in fact accurate. And it 
was, uh, it was an awful thing. I mean I can even recall
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Miss Fink after it was all over and the programs were all in place 
she would me, you guys, never really beileved those numbers. And 
that's you know, dealing with intransigents is one thing, but when 
you have to deal with -uh, with that kind of thing it's just, it 
gets to be impossible at times.

Jerry Barrett: Um hm, um hm. Was there her replacement 
any easier to convince on the numbers?

Roland Passaro: Well, I don't think Mr. Callahan has 
ever felt that the corporation was operation on two sets of books, 
was denying them access to the real data or anything else. I 
think Mr. Callahan from day one recognized there was a real 
problem here. Believed the numbers and everything else. And I, 
personally think that uh, he did what he thought he had to do and 
was necessary to do, in that March agreement. And uh, it didn't 
ratify. But, uh, I think that he clearly understood at that point 
that there was a severe and serious problem here and that it 
needed to be dealt with. And that life had to change for, for 
organized labor here with respect working conditions, and uh, 
productivity. Uh, my point being that I think he, he clearly 
accepted the troubles financially, the corporation, uh, and 
certainly believed the people who were providing that kind of 
data for him.

.Jerry Barrett;--Um hm .
Roland Passaro: Where as I said Miss Fink, on the other 

hand clearly never, never really believed that uh, that our 
situation was as stated.
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Roland

Jerry.

Jerry Barrett : Ok, I think I' 11 end at this point.
Roland Passaro: Ok.
Jerry Barrett : Let you get back to work. Thanks much

Roland Barrett : You ' re welcome. Appreciate your time


